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Competition Casting 
 

I am not a competitive person. I think I have said this before. If I keep saying it I might just come to 

believe it. There is a competitive nature in all of us. Sometimes it is just trying to do better and at 

other times it is wanting to win at any cost. With the end of the brown trout season you might like to 

try some competition casting to get you through the long winter.  

 

First let me point out that competition casting and fishing casts are fundamentally the same. All 

casts require rod loading, loop formation and accurate rod movement. With competition casting the 

aim is to hit the target. With fishing the aim is to hit the target without spooking the fish. A good 

caster can do both and practice in one area translates to success in the other. In this article I want to 

focus on how you might approach competition casting as opposed to how you might fish. 

 

When fishing I like to use the lightest gear possible. When casting for accuracy I like to use the 

heaviest tackle that I can comfortably handle. If you are serious about your competition casting you 

might consider a 7 or 8 weight rod with an intermediate line. The intermediate line is thinner for its 

weight and cuts through the air giving the wind less time to blow it off course. While we are on the 

subject of lines make sure you can see your line. This is one time when I would recommend bright 

orange. Choose a short leader (as short as the competition allows) with a heavy butt and fast taper. 

 

Simple changes with grip and stance can make a big difference in your accuracy. You want the rod 

to track straight to the target. A closed stance with your right foot forward (if you are right handed) 

will stop your body twisting and sending the leader off course. A grip with the thumb or forefinger 

finger on top can also help. Experiment with stance and grip until you find a style that helps you lay 

the line out straight. 

 

When striving for accuracy your rod should be perpendicular with you hand in front of your body. 

Like throwing darts you want to have your hand at eye level and look down the rod to the target. For 

short casts this works well but as distance increases and your stroke is lengthened the rod needs to 

move beside your head. If you cast with your rod on the side you will have more difficulty judging 

distance and direction and a greater chance of throwing a curve.  

 

Making a presentation cast high and letting the fly float into the hoop leaves you at the mercy of the 

wind and the wind is not your friend when it comes to competition casting. Drive the fly into the 

hoop with the leader and line following. To drive the fly you should have a high trajectory on the 

backcast and make sure the rod tip follows a straight line path down to the target. Your casting 

stroke should start with an early power snap and finish with an abruptly stop.  

 



Tight loops and high line speed are essential for accurate casting. To achieve this you should add a 

haul to your cast. If you can’t haul you need to practice this skill before you go any further. The 

distances involved in competition casting are not great but they do require high line speed and that 

requires hauling.  

 

The final ingredient in casting accurately is being able to hover the fly over the target before 

delivery. Hovering the fly during false casts allows you to judge distance and direction. To get the 

fly to hover you need to apply extra power and an abrupt stop allowing the fly to float over the 

target for a fraction of a second.  When you are happy that you have the direction and distance right 

put the fly down quickly and with authority.  

 

Luckily, I am not a competitive person or I wouldn’t be giving away all these trade secrets. There is 

really only one secret for a successful competition caster and that is practice. I have said it before 

and I will say it again practice makes perfect. I think it was Gary Player who said: “the more I 

practice the luckier I get.”  I wish you good luck with your competition casting. 


